
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 10 

Date:  9th July, 2022 

Match between: Eudunda Robertstown v North Clare 

 
 A1 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 55 v North Clare 48 
First quarter started fast and ended with North Clare leading by one goal at the end.  Second quarter 
saw the Saints take a four goal lead with good shooting from Breea Schutz and Kyla Newman.  Good 
mid court work from North Clare’s Kirsty Baum and Chelsea Panaho for the whole game.  Great last 
quarter by all players with Saints stretching the lead to win by seven goals.  A great match to watch. 

 
A2 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 36 v North Clare 29 
A very evenly contested first quarter by both teams with strong defensive pressure by North Clare’s 
Diesy O’Driscoll and Saints Olivia Schiller. Strong rebounds by Saints defenders saw them pull ahead 
in the second by five. Changes in North Clare’s camp saw them come out firing in the third, but 
Saints settled in the final, taking the win by seven.  
 
B1 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 36 v North Clare 62 
Both teams started strong with great defensive pressure in all areas of the court. North Clare's Eliza 
Burton found great space in the goal circle which saw them take an eight goal lead at the first break. 
Saints, Claire Schiller, provided many opportunities but North Clare continued to put their foot down 
taking a convincing lead at half time. Saints came out of the break firing, but North Clare continued 
their drive down the court pushing the lead out by 21 goals going into the last quarter. Saints put up 
a strong fight with many tips and touches. A consistent four quarter effort from North Clare saw 
them take a comfortable win. A great effort by both teams.  

 
B2 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 31 v North Clare 62 
A tight first quarter with both teams settling well. North Clare held strong especially in defence with 
a strong drive down the court by Rebecca Court. Amy Mepstead provided tight defence in the ring, 
but North Clare came out on top.  

 
C1 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 27 v North Clare 48 
A tight game by both sides with scores staying level for the first half. Saints mid court, Rachel 
Saegenschnitter and Kristie Macey stayed composed with strong passes down the court. The third 
quarter saw North Clare make some changes which gave them the boost they needed with quick 
passing and efficient shooting. North Clare were too strong in the second half and got the win. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



C2 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 19 v North Clare 47 
North Clare came out strong against the Saints with their goalies working well together and getting 
an early lead. Saints mid court were efficient down the court giving good opportunities to the 
goalies. North Clare were determined with their fast pace ball movement which allowed them to 
capitalise on their turnovers. The Saints defence never gave up, but it wasn’t enough against the 
North Clare goalies. 
  
15U 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 75 v North Clare 7 
In the first quarter Saints came out strong and determined, dominating play.  North Clare tried to 
respond with a team plan but Regan Mosey continued to make intercepts down the court.  Half time 
Saints led by 32 goals. Savanna Laucke and Makaya Sauer continued to shoot with accuracy to 
increase the score line. Makaya Nobel from North Clare worked hard to break the Saints attacking 
line but with Saints front leads and strong defence powered ahead to win by 68 goals. 

 
J1 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 17 v North Clare 26 
North Clare started the better team with good shooting and driving into the ring by goalies Evie 
Spurling and Tegan Kloock.  North Clare were up by 10 at half time.  Saints made changes with 
Charlotte Nietschke going into GD which helped stop the drive of the North Clare goalies.  Good 
moving in the Saints attack by Bridget Williams, WA and Ebony Meyer at C helped the Saints to stay 
with North Clare in the second half.  North Clare defenders Charlotte Mead and Sophie Green played 
well all game to keep North Clare in front and get the win. 
 
J2 
Result: Eudunda Robertstown 11 v North Clare 17 
Both teams started strong in the first quarter with great drives provided by Saints Rubi Ah Chee and 
Angela Aves. North Clare goalies shot accurately, making it difficult for the Saints defenders. North 
Clare’s mid court capitalised on Saints missed opportunities. The last quarter saw North Clare come 
out of the block hard which saw them take the win by six goals. A tight contested match was a credit 
to both teams.  
  
J3 
The start of the game saw lots of ball movement up and down the court. The end of the first quarter 
saw North Clare score their first few goals. Saint’s Grace Jenke and Claudia Dutschke showed strong 
defence in the circle, but North Clare’s Sophie Meaney shot well to extend their lead in the second 
quarter. North Clare continued to lead well and move the ball down the court.  

 
J4 
No Game 

 
J5 
Both teams started well with great passing and strong leads. North Clare made the most of the loose 
balls, getting lots of turnovers. An evenly contested game up to half time. North Clare finished the 
game strong with very accurate shooting. Addie Williams created lots of turnovers for the Saints in 
the last quarter. 
 

 

 

 



Match between: South Clare v BBH 

 

A1 

Result: South Clare 59 v BBH 30 

The game started off evenly, going goal for goal for the first ten minutes. BBH defenders Merinda 

Ugle-Hogan and Nicole Radford providing opportunities for BBH. South Clare pulled away in the 

second quarter playing a great attacking game down the court allowing them to convert on the score 

board. South Clare continued this way in the second half with intercepts in the mid court from 

Taylah Wurfel and a strong shooting performance from Katie Liebelt seeing the Demons come away 

with the win by 29. 

A2 

Result: South Clare 49 v BBH 37 

South Clare came out firing with strong shooting by Katie Woodrow and Bella Rawlings. The second 

quarter was evenly contested with many turnovers. The game continued with all balls fiercely 

contested but South Clare were able to capitalise on turnovers to finish strongly. 

B1 

Result: South Clare 33 v BBH 33 

South Clare started the first half strongly with help from defenders Loren Leibelt and Lauren 

Nitschke who gave them plenty of opportunities from turnovers. BBH’s Emily Lines entered the 

game at half time and produced many defensive turnovers to bring BBH back into the game. The 

remainder of the second half was evenly contested with a result of 33 all. 

B2 

Result: South Clare 40 v BBH 48 

The first half saw a very even contest with both teams capitalising on turnovers. Kathy Woodrow and 

Poppy Wilson, for South Clare, rebounded well all match. The second half was all BBH’s. Olivia Clarke 

shot beautifully barely missing all match. BBH came away with a strong win. 

C1 

Result: South Clare 30 v BBH 30 

What a cracker of a game from both teams. Great shooting by South Clare’s Linda Stanway and Zoe 

Griffin. BBH had some beautiful centre court movement from Scarlett Pearse and by half time the 

game was close. Both teams worked equally hard to secure the win but ended up with a draw. Great 

job girls! 

 

C2 

Result: South Clare 22 v BBH 35 

A tightly contested game from start to finish with BBH’s Bec Klem and Lauren Donhardt working 

exceptionally well in goals to shoot accurately. South Clare made a significant change in the second 

half bringing Sarah Rimmer into goals and she shot beautifully despite the tough competition of 

Rylee Hodson. Plenty of energy and drive in the mid court from both teams created an exciting game 

with plenty of energy. BBH proved the stronger team winning with a comfortable margin but 

nonetheless, South Clare did make it hard work for them.  

 

 

 



15U 

Result: South Clare 26 v BBH 29 

Both teams played a strong and determined game. Strong defence from Imogen Nitschke and Immy 

Hennessy created opportunities for South Clare’s goalies Mackenzie Victor and Scarlett Liebelt-

Seymon. Reagan VanGasteran provided strong drive and numerous intercepts for BBH. A very tight 

game with good contests all over the court. 

J1 

Result: South Clare 41 v BBH 26 

BBH started out strong in their attack lines in the first half with their goalies shooting accurately 

making it hard for South Clare’s defenders. After the half time break South Clare stepped up their 

attack, and took the lead, with their defenders reducing BBH’s goals scored. BBH’s goal defence 

provided them with multiple scoring opportunities. A solid team effort by South Clare saw them 

claim the win.  

J2 

Result: South Clare 36 v BBH 10 

A tight first quarter saw accurate shooting from both South Clare’s GA, Ebony Pearse, and BBH’s GS, 

Kaidance Tippet. Emmylou Cooper brought strong defence for BBH in the second quarter as did 

South Clare’s Maddison Wehr who was brilliant in both GD and GK. With a strong team effort across 

the court, South Clare pushed on to win the game by 26. 

J3 

No Game: Forfeit by BBH  

 

J4 

Strong contest from the first whistle with Jess Laws, Tess Chapman and Sammi McCarthy from South 

Clare defending well. Stella O’Bryan and Ruby Taylor had a good contest with South Clare shooters 

Amali Murphy and Vedanshi Aggarwal, with twin Koa Murphy feeding well. In the midcourt Ella 

Wehr was creating play for South Clare. In the second half BBH’s Emma Sommerville and Ella Davy 

created strong attack. Mia Thompson worked tirelessly in defence for BBH. In the last quarter South 

Clare stepped it up with some great linking play and strong shooting from Sophia Liebelt-Seymon. 

 

J5 

A great game by both teams. BBH’s Alysia Hayford and Lily Dalla took some great intercepts. South 

saw strong ball movement in the centre court by Penny Reynolds and Zarah Cook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: Blyth Snowtown v Min Man 

 

A1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 47 v Min Man 54 

Min Man had a solid start taking the first quarter by nine goals through accurate shooting by 

Makenzie Schoenberg.  Blyth Snowtown adjusted but Min Man increased the lead to 14 with strong 

mid court pressure and drives by Leah and Emma Carlin.  The third quarter was a closer contest with 

Leah Edmunds being a focal point for Blyth Snowtown with strong holds and Blyth Snowtown were 

able to finish of strongly in the fourth quarter to close the gap to seven. 

 

A2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 34 v Min Man 52 

A strong start by Min Man in the first quarter with accurate shooting from Min Man's GS Kimberley 

Mitchell and GA Hallie Smith. Blyth Snowtown made changes at half time which gave them great 

passages of play with the last half equal in scoring shoots. Jasmine Elsworthy gave Blyth Snowtown 

strength through the midcourt, and Sophie Angel feeding into the ring gave Blyth Snowtown plenty 

of scoring shots. Accurate shooting by Min Man gave them the win. 

 

B1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 42 v Min Man 43 

A tightly contested first quarter saw Min Man up by two. In the second quarter the Blyth Snowtown 

defenders Jo Salter and Rachel Sanders created many turnovers in the ring, but Min Man finished the 

quarter up by one. The third quarter saw Min Man's GA Hannah Rigden shoot ten goals straight and 

Min Man were six goals up going into the last quarter. Blyth Snowtown kept fighting and managed to 

bring the score to within one goal, but Min Man held on to take a close win. 

 

B2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 44 v Min Man 20 

In an anticipated tough game between second and third positions, both teams contested hard in the 

first quarter. Despite Gabbi Scobie shooting well for Min Man, Blyth Snowtown finished with a four 

goal lead.  The second quarter saw intensity rise with consistent pressure by Blyth Snowtown 

defenders. Physical pressure continued, with both teams fighting hard for possession and position. 

Kristin Carling fed beautifully into Blyth Snowtown shooters Nicola Ross and Charlie Jacka, who used 

the ball wisely and converted to goals. Bernie Altmann dominated in defence for the whole game 

pushing their lead to 24 goals to finish. 

 

C1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 19 v Min Man 50 

It was a strong win by the young and fit Min Man C1’s today but the score did not reflect the effort 

and intensity that Blyth Snowtown displayed all game. The first quarter was quite even but in the 

second quarter Min Man steamed ahead with great shooting by goalies Danielle Wells and Lara 

Smith. Blyth Snowtown GD Susie Schramm got lots of intercepts but strong defence from Min Man 

made it difficult for Cats to convert the turnovers. Alice Williams played a great 250th senior Cats 

game getting lots of touches in GK then feeding well in WA. Well done to the Cats for keeping their 

heads high and finishing the game strong. 

 

 

 



C2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 21 v Min Man 42 

Both teams started well, with impressive shooting by Makayla Matthews from Blyth Snowtown. Olive 

Charnstrom and Samantha Degoumois worked well together for Min Man and edged them out to a 

lead at half time. Bonnie Williams and Lilly Hancock applied good pressure but were unable to stop 

Min Man from stretching out the goal difference. Tyla Quick made it hard for Blyth Snowtown to 

move their ball into the goal third, which meant Min Man finished with a good win. 

 

15U 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 27 vs Min Man 39 

A great strong start to the game by Blyth Snowtown saw them take an early lead. Min Man settled 

and fought back taking the lead at quarter time. Blyth Snowtown's dynamic duo Greta Pratt and 

Ocea Ebsary put lots of pressure on Min Man’s goalies and made them work hard for every goal.  

Charlie Ross' midcourt defensive pressure was excellent and provided Min Man with many turnovers. 

Great game by both teams. Well done Cats on never giving up and working hard all game and Min 

Man for taking home the win. 

 

J1 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 26 v Min Man 31 

An evenly contested start with good shooting by Blyth Snowtown’s Cailtin Hayes and Skye Ebsary. 

Min Man took a slight lead into the half time break with strong drives in the centre by Sophie 

Stockman. Both teams made changes and Blyth Snowtown owned the third quarter with Trinity 

Bernhardt taking intercepts in the goal ring. Min Man maximised their height advantage in the last 

quarter, passing well into Macy Ackland and finished off well in the race to the end. 

 

J2 

Result: Blyth Snowtown 1 v Min Man 70 

Min Man played well with some great goals by Macy Ackland and Alice Millington. There were some 

nice turnovers from Zahara Bernhardt and Lily Longstaff. Blyth Snowtown came back strong in the 

final quarter with a lovely goal by Charlotte Muller and good passing from Tilly Welke and Gracie 

Stringer. Although defeated, Blyth Snowtown worked hard throughout the entire game. 

 

J3 

No Game 

 

J4 

Both teams started well, with the ball going up and down the court and both teams struggling to 

convert goals. It was a defender’s game with Min Man's Charlee Hall and Jorja Schutz and Blyth 

Snowtown's Georgia Schramm and Eliza Honner taking lots of intercepts. 

In the third quarter both teams settled, and the second half was a great display of junior netball and 

great sportsmanship! 

 

J5 

Min Man and Blyth Snowtown had a very competitive strong game, both teams shot well and 

defended well. A great game by all girls on the court. Fantastic shooting by Isla Zweck from Blyth 

Snowtown and great defensive pressure in the second half by Min Man’s Sophie Duncan. It was a 

lovely game to watch, well done girls. 

 



Match between: RSMU v BSR 

 

A1 

Result: RSMU 71 v BSR 45 

RSMU girls were dominant right from the beginning earning themselves a lead of 24 goals at half 

time. The RSMU attack line were a strong combination with accurate feeds and vision into the RSMU 

goalies by Tammi Mullins at WA. BSR made a couple changes and put the foot down in the second 

half with strong movements from Bec Moyne in WA for BSR. Both sides displayed good transition 

down the court with RSMU taking home a convincing win. 

 

A2 

Result: RSMU 60 v BSR 41 

Both teams came out firing from the first whistle. RSMU’s attack line starting strong with Zoe Hier 

(GA) and Lucy Connell moving well and finishing with accurate shooting. BSR had great midcourt 

pressure by BSR’s Sophie Hambour (C) and Charlotte Heinous (WA) transitioning well into attack. 

RSMU had an extremely strong third quarter with great intercepts and rebounding by Rachael 

McInerney (GK) and Baillie Trenwith presenting and feeding well into the RSMU goalies.  BSR 

stepped it up again in the last quarter, but it was RSMU who proved to be too strong in the end. 

 

B1 

Result: RSMU 51 v BSR 31 

Both teams started off strong as the first whistle sounded. Georgie Rowett and Zahli Allen moved 

well around the ring against defenders Nikita Morgan and Annie Weckert. Strong leads from both 

teams down the court kept the game moving smoothly. Strong defensive pressure of Ashleigh Illman 

and Alex Roberts helped RSMU keep their lead to the end of the game with a 20 goal win.  

 

B2 

Result: RSMU 40 v BSR 42 

RSMU played a great first half and came out firing in the first quarter with Hayley Busch providing 

shooting accuracy the entire match. BSR shooters were consistently accurate. RSMU lost the 

intensity in the second half with BSR mid courter Bek Mead putting the pressure on which evened up 

the match. The last quarter saw BSR take the lead and maintain two goals up.   

 

C1 

Result: RSMU 24 v BSR 28 

A tight game between the two sides, with brilliant defence by BSR’s Sarah Pilkington in the first 

quarter turning over several balls to leave BSR with a slight lead at half time. An injury to a RSMU 

goalie in the second quarter put the pressure on some very talented bench players to fill in. Strong 

defence by RSMU’s defensive team of Kasey Jenner and Nadia Langtry was not enough to secure the 

win with BSR coming out on top by four goals.    

 

C2 

No Game 

 

 

 

 

 



15U 

Result: RSMU 13 v BSR 37 

BSR started off fast turning over the ball from RSMU and getting a quick sharp lead. Lucy Trengrove 

from BSR played fantastic defence with RSMU Madeline Naughton putting pressure on in the mid 

court giving RSMU lots of chances to score. BSR continued to capitalise on turn overs. RSMU’s 

Indianna Kimlin played hard over the ball and BSR’s Brooke Wittcombe shot well all game. Great  

game BSR.  

 

J1 

No Game 

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

The game was very tightly contested for the first half with spectators treated to outstanding 

interceptions all down the court. Both RSMU and BSR’s midcourt provided great competition giving 

their goalies plenty of scoring opportunities. BSR’s Asha Longbottom and RSMU’s Izzy Berry had a 

fantastic tussle in the ring through the last half, with both coaches utilising their benches to keep the 

game close. 

 

J4  

Some excellent passages of play were a highlight of this game. Both teams worked hard to lead in 

front and use the ball to the advantage of their respective teams. Violet Lange and Imogen Wandle 

(BSR) worked well together to set up plenty of attacking moves. RSMU’s Elise Bastian and Seda 

Fisher had great games working hard for their team. A great contest throughout. 

 

J5  

A fantastic game for both teams. RSMU started of strongly with Amelia McInerney debuting in (GS) 

with excellent shooting. BSR fought back with strong defence by Maya Beart-Mckay (GD). An even 

contest remained throughout the last half allowing a constant flow of the ball from one end to the 

other.  

 

 

 


